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Course Modifications for Non-Native English Speakers  

Student Testing Policy & Integrity Statement 
 
I, the Student, understand and acknowledge the importance of academic integrity in all 
aspects of my educational journey. I recognize that participating in language modification 
testing is a privilege granted to support my learning process as a non-native English speaker. In 
accepting this accommodation, I pledge to uphold the highest standards of honesty, fairness, 
and ethical behavior. 
 
I affirm that: 
 

1. I will not engage in any form of academic dishonesty, including but not limited to plagiarism, 
cheating, falsification of data, use of AI, or any unauthorized collaboration. 

 
2. I will adhere strictly to the guidelines provided by the proctor or testing administrator during 

the language modification testing session. 
 

3. I will not attempt to access or use any unauthorized resources, aids, or technology during 
the testing period unless explicitly permitted by the proctor. 

 
4. I understand that any breach of academic integrity during the language modification testing 

may result in the nullification of my test scores and may have further consequences as 
outlined in the academic integrity policies of Elizabethtown College. 

 
Note: 

• Smartwatches, laptops, cell phones, backpacks, pencil bags, etc. are not permitted in the 
testing room.  

• All test materials, including calculators, formula sheets, etc. will be checked prior to the start 
of the exam to ensure they conform to the faculty’s directions.  

• Proctoring: Students are video recorded but not consistently monitored during exams. The 
recording is on a 24-hour loop; faculty may view the recording upon request. Suspected 
violations of the Code of Conduct are reported immediately to the faculty. If no exam rooms 
with video equipment are available, an in-person proctor will be in the room with the student. 

 
By signing below, I affirm my commitment to maintaining the highest standards of 
academic integrity during the language modification testing. 
 
 
Name: _________________________________ 

 
 
Student ID: ________________ 

 
Signature: ______________________________ 

 
Date: _____________________ 

 
 

This form is to be completed at the beginning of a language modification testing session and signed by the student. 
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